Clinical staffing trusted to deliver flexible
resource solutions
MEDSOURCE STAFFING SOLUTIONS - PROVIDING CLINICAL, TECHNICAL
AND EXECUTIVE RESOURCES
STAFFING SOLUTIONS

ABOUT MEDSOURCE

For more than 20 years, MedSource has been delivering highquality clinical trial services to help biotech and pharmaceutical
companies move new therapies and treatments from firstin-human studies to market. But, unlike traditional clinical
research organizations (CRO), MedSource has the expertise to
deliver standalone staffing solutions for the multitude of
resource constraints encountered during the life cycle of
biotechnology, pharmaceutical, and life science companies.

MedSource Staffing Solutions, a division of MedSource,
delivers flexible resource solutions to biotechnology,
pharmaceutical, and life science companies by providing
clinical, technical, and executive professionals to the
organizations. The expertise of MedSource Staffing
Solutions allows the division to deliver resources from
entry to clinical to executive levels supporting clients from
early clinical development through commercialization.

The mission of MedSource Staffing Solutions is to help bridge
the gap between exceptional talent and premier global
companies by providing specialized staffing expertise in the
areas of programming, biostatistics, data management,
clinical monitoring, project management and more. Our team
is skilled, knowledgable and composed of seasoned
recruitment professionals with the proficiency to deliver
staffing solutions from clinical to executive positions
supporting clients from early clinical development through
commercialization.
As a full-service clinical research organization (CRO),
MedSource prides itself on being a true strategic partner for
clients, and we work to deliver services that suit each
individual organization’s needs and goals. Our Staffing
Solutions exemplify this commitment by providing customized
resources accelerating clinical trial programs. We help clients
access the best talent available matched to their specific job
requirements from contract and permanent placement to
Functional Service Provider (FSP) solutions. Our team can
provide flexible resource solutions to global companies
looking to fill direct, contract, or contract-to-hire positions.

HOW CAN WE HELP?
To find out more about how MedSource Staffing
Solutions can assist your company with resource flexible
solutions, contact us today at jobs@medsource.com or
toll-free at (877) 269-2987.
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SERVICE OFFERING
Support Models

Medical Affairs

MedSource Staffing Solutions has the expertise to assist
with all of the following services:

• Medical Monitoring

• C
 ontract and Contract to Hire

• Pharmacovigilance/Drug Safety

• F
 unctional Service Provider (FSP)
• Direct Placements

• Medical Writing

Regulatory & Quality
• Clinical Records

Position Specialities

• Quality Assurance

MedSource Staffing Solutions has the experience and
know-how to provide specialty placements in the areas of:

• Regulatory Affairs

Biometrics
• B
 iostatistics
• C
 linical Data Manager
• Statistical Programmer

Specialty
• Early Clinical Development
• Executive Lead
• Manufacturing
• Pre-Clinical

Clinical Operations
• C
 linical Monitoring
• C
 linical Project Management
• S
 tudy Start-Up

Experience. Focus. Trust. Respect.
If these aren’t words you typically associate with a CRO, perhaps it’s time to consider MedSource.

